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Ndut is spoken in Senegal and belongs to the Cangin languages, a subgroup of 
the (West-) Atlantic languages (Sapir 1971). Unlike the other Cangin languages 
Noon, Laala and Saafi, Ndut, as well as closely related Pal or, exhibits apparently 
bidirectional vowel harmony. However, a phonological analysis suggests that 
there are two independent phenomena that have to be kept separate: regressive 
vowel assimilation, which is probably a very archaic feature of the Atlantic lan
guages, and progressive root-controlled harmony, which may be a contact
induced innovation. In Senegal, the dominant language is Wolof, a Senegambian 
language that is part of a different subgroup of Atlantic languages. As Wolof is 
the major medium of interethnic communication, most Ndut speakers are Wolof
bilingual. Consequently, contact-induced language changes are likely to appear 
in Ndut. 

1. Outline 

This paper attempts a diachronic analysis of the vowel harmony system of Ndut. 
Two different types of vowel harmony have to be distinguished: progressive root
controlled harmony, and regressive vowel harmony with [+ATR] as the dominant 
feature. Both processes are examined in detail and hypotheses regarding their ori
gin are put forward. The diachronic analysis includes the reconstruction of the 
Proto-Cangin vowel system. Finally, there is a comparison of Ndut and Wolof 

* I would like to thank David Odden and an anonymous reviewer for their valuable comments 
on an earlier version of this paper. I use the following grammatical abbreviations: RV = re
versive; CS = causative; imp. = imperative, pI. = plural; sg. = singular. 
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vowel harmony, and arguments are given to support the claim that progressive 
harmony is a contact-induced innovation. 

Both languages, Ndut and Wolof, are classified as being part of the North
ern Branch of the (West-)Atlantic languages. They belong to different subgroups: 
Wolof to the Senegambian languages and Ndut to the Cangin languages. The ge
netic relationship between these language groups is not very close. 

Table 1: Language Classification: (West) Atlantic (Sapir 1971: 48) 

I. Northern Branch: 
A. Senegal Languages: 
B. Cangin Languages: 

C. Bak Languages 

Wolof, Seereer, Pulaar 
Ndut (Nd), Palor (P) 
Saafi (S) 
Noon (N), Laala (L) 

D. Eastern-Senegal-Portuguese-Guinea Languages 
E. Nalu, Mbulungish 

According to the lexicostatistical analysis of Sapir (1971: 47), the maximum 
score of common vocabulary between the two language groups is 18%. Atlantic 
languages share several typological features with Niger-Congo languages but 
their genetic unity is far from proven. Sapir (1971) and other scholars seriously 
question whether the different sub-groups of Atlantic languages are more closely 
related to each other than to other Niger-Congo languages: 

Granted certain typological features common throughout, such as noun class sys
tems and verbal extension suffixes, there is little that distinguishes the entire 
group in any obvious way. [po 46] 

2. Data and Fieldwork 

Fieldwork was conducted in Senegal from January to March 2001 and from Feb
ruary to April 2002. The original purpose was to collect data for a comparative 
analysis of the five Cangin languages. Progressive vowel harmony occurs only in 
the languages Ndut and Palor, which have a high degree of mutual intelligibility. 
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To investigate this in more detail, data of Ndut were collected. I Five speakers (3 
male and 2 female) were recorded. For each vowel a single word was recorded 
ten times and repeated once in a sentence. Various vowels involved in progressive 
vowel harmony and regressive vowel raising were also included. The data were 
recorded by a Sharp-Mini-Disc Recorder (ND-MT877H). Previous descriptions 
of the Cangin languages were included in the data base: the Ph. D. thesis on Palor 
by D'Alton (1987: 92,142-143), the Ph. D. thesis on Noon by Soukka (2000: 57, 
162f.), and the master's thesis on Ndut by Morgan (1996: 15). The rest of the data 
for Ndut (Nd), Laala (L) and Saafi (S) are from my own material. 

3. Vowel Harmony in Ndut 

In the Ndut vowel inventory, both length and [ATR] (advanced tongue root) are 
distinctive. The [-A TR] vowels outnumber the [+ A TR] vowels. The very rare 
[+ A TR] vowels [;:), ;:);:)] and [e, ee] appear to be secondary vowels resulting from 
regressive assimilation, as will be shown below. The central vowel [;:)] is the 
[+ A TR] counterpart of both [J] and the low vowel [ a]. 

(1) Ndut vowels 
[-ATR] 

II 

E EE 

a aa 

u UU 

J JJ 

[+ATR] 
11 

e ee 
;:) ;:);:) 

U Ull 

o 00 

Vowel harmony is a widespread phonological phenomenon in Africa. In 
vowel harmony systems, all (or a subset of) vowels in a defined domain such as 
the word or stem share a given distinctive feature, e.g. [±A TR]. According to 
their spreading behaviour under affixation, two vowel harmony systems can be 
distinguished: dominant harmony systems, and root-controlled systems (cf. 
Clements 2000: 135). In dominant harmony systems, a set of vowels with a spe
cific feature (usually [+ATRJ) is dominant and triggers the harmonisation of the 
other vowels in both roots and affixes. In root-controlled systems, the vowels of 
the root remain stable and the vowels of affixes assimilate to the root vowels. Ac
cording to Stewart (1983), most of the dominant harmony systems can be found 

1 The data had been collected under the advice of Prof. Didier Demolin of the phonetic institute 
of the Universite libre de Bruxelles, to whom lowe my greatest thanks. A detailed acoustic 
analysis of the vowels is intended for the future. 
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in Eastern Africa, whereas most of the root-controlled systems occur in Western 
Africa. Contrary to this previously assumed geographic distribution of vowel 
harmony types, Dimmendaal (2002) observes both root-control and feature domi
nance in the evolution of harmony systems of the Eastern African Nilotic lan
guages. In the Western African language Ndut, both types of vowel harmony ap
parently occur. As the spreading processes may be both regressive and progres
sive, Diop Diagne (1989: 19) considers Ndut vowel harmony to be bidirectional. 
Morgan (1996: 16) states that vowel harmony in Ndut is completely regular. The 
bidirectional spreading of the dominant feature [+ A TR] would leave neither dis
harmonic roots nor opaque or neutral vowels. 

The following examples of the imperative paradigm in Ndut exemplify 
both phonological processes: root-controlled harmony of the alternating impera
tive singular suffix -£, dominant harmony triggered by the [+ A TR] imperative 
plural suffix -i. In progressive root-controlled harmony, the stem or root vowel 
remains stable. The spreading direction is from left to right or from the stem to 
the affix. Regressive assimilation applies in the opposite direction, from right to 
left or from the suffix to the stem. The following table contains verb stems with 
various vowels of Ndut and their phonetic behaviour when both imperative suf
fixes are added. Because of the rare occurrence of the vowels [d] and [e], only 
verb stems containing long vowels have been found. The verb stem [seen] is a 
loan word from Wolof. 

(2) Imperative paradigm in Ndut 
Vowel Stem gloss Imperative sg. Imperative pI. 
a [dap] 'boucher' [dap-E] [ddP-i] 

[daap] 'apposer 
, 

[ daap-E] [ dddP-i] a: 
::> [w::>x] 'garder' [W::>X-E] [ wox-i]2 

[b::>l] 'sauter 
, 

[fJ::>I-E] [ fool-i] ::>: 
E [En] 'porter sur la tete' [En-E] [ en-i] 

[pEen] 'causer 
, 

[pEEn-E] [peen-i] E: 
[dddk] 'appeler 

, 
[dddk-e] [dddk-i] g: 

[seen] 
, . , 

[seen-e] [seen-i] e: aperyeVOlr 
[ tuul] 'cracher 

, 
[tuul-E] [ tuul-i] u: 

[pun] 'voler 
, 

[pud-e] [pud-i] u 
I: [tl Il] 'n~pondre' [tl Il-E] [tl Il-i] 

[pii] 'ramasser 
, 

[pii7-e] [pii7-i] 1 : 

1 This might almost be heard as [wux-i]. 
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In progressive harmony, the verb stem remains unaltered. The [A TR] value of the 
verb stem determines the realisation of the suffix -£. A [+ A TR] vowel in the verb 
stem implies the surface realisation [e]. The suffix surfaces as [£] when the verb 
stem contains a [-A TR] vowel. Because of this suffix-determining behaviour of 
the stem vowels, the [A TR] value appears to be an underlying feature of the lexi
con. In this case root faithfulness would prevail over [A TR] alignment, in OT 
terms. 

However, root faithfulness does not dominate A TR alignment when the 
imperative plural suffix -i is attached. Leftward [A TR] alignment prevails over 
root faithfulness when regressive assimilation applies to the stem vowels. How
ever, not all stem vowels are involved in this alternation. Only the non-high 
[-ATR] vowels [a, J, £] are altered. There is no alternation of the [+ATR] vowels 
[~, e, i, u], and also, interestingly, the high [-ATR] vowels [I] and [u] remain un
altered. Like umlaut phenomena, regressive vowel raising is triggered by a fol
lowing suffix with the high [+ATR] vowel [i]. Five different suffixes with trig
gering [i] can be found in Ndut (see (30) below) but to the best of my knowledge 
there are no triggering suffixes containing the high vowel [u]. The high [-A TR] 
vowels [I] and [u] fail to trigger regressive harmony, and they undergo progres
sive harmony. There are no suffixes with underlying [+ATR] non-high vowels [e] 
and [0], so these vowels cannot be shown to cause harmony. The direction of the 
spreading is from left to right. Articulatorily, this raising process is motivated as 
anticipation of the high tongue-body position that is required for the pronuncia
tion of the following high vowel. The result of this process is the emergence of 
raised surface vowels with the feature [+ATR]. As formalised in (3), high vowels 
remain unaltered. 

(3) V --t[+ATR]/ -i# 
[ -hi] 

To define the phonological domain of this vowel raising process, verbs consisting 
of more than one syllable are required. Unfortunately, most of the verb roots in 
Ndut are monosyllabic. One polysyllabic verb is the derived verb ssm-anta-/-:Jx 
'spy'. The imperative plural suffix -i causes assimilation only of the preceding 
vowel, as in the following example where there is coalescence of the last two 
syllables, resulting in a lengthened vowel. This finding suggests that the domain 
of the vowel raising process is restricted to the preceding syllable. Another inter
pretation of this phenomenon is that only high [+ A TR] vowels transmit regressive 
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hannony. According to this phonological condition, the derived vowel [J] would 
block the reapplication ofhannony. 

(4) sEm-anta-I-Jx-i -+ sEmantJlii 'spy! (imp. pi)' 
sEm-anta-I-Jx-E -+ sEmantalEE 'spy! (imp. sg)' 

4. Reconstruction of the Proto-Can gin Vowel System 

A diachronic analyis attempts to trace language developments in order to recon
struct the common proto-language of genetically related languages. The Cangin 
languages fonn such a genetic unit. For a better understanding of the reconstruc
tion of the proto-Cangin vowel system, an overview of the synchronic vowel in
ventories of the Cangin languages is given below. The data for Saafi and Laala 
come from my own field notes. 

(5) Saafi 
11 u uu 

E EE J JJ 
a aa 

(6) Palor (D' Alton 1987:73) 
[-ATR] [+ATR] 

u u 
E J 
a (n) 

(7) Laala 
[-ATR] [+ATR] 
I II U UU 11 U uu 
E EE J JJ 
a aa J JJ 

(8) Noon (Soukka 2000:33) 
[-ATR] [+ATR] 
I II U UU 11 U uu 
E EE J JJ e ee 0 00 

a aa J JJ 
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Most of the Cangin languages distinguish at least eight different vowels. 
Their vowel inventories include a central vowel and exhibit a contrast between 
high [-ATR] ([I, uJ) and [+ATR] vowels ([i, uJ). Only Saafi has a five vowel sys
tem with neither a central vowel nor a phonemic [A TR] contrast between high 
vowels. The obvious merger of the high vowels will be marked in the tables by 
the majuscule letters I and U. 

There are two closely related language pairs: Noon/Laala and Ndut/Palor. 
In the lexicostatistic word comparison conducted by Williams (1994: 51) the lan
guages of each pair have more than 80% shared vocabulary. The major differ
ences in the vowel inventories of these closely related languages appear to be 
mostly due to the different phonemic interpretations of the authors. In most of the 
Cangin languages, vowel length is a distinctive feature, although D' Alton (1987) 
considers long vowels to be biphonemic combinations of two short vowels. How
ever, the fact that phonetically long vowels do occur in Palor, and the regular 
sound correspondence to other long vowels in cognates of the other Cangin lan
guages suggest that long vowels should also be given phonemic status in Palor. A 
phonetic difference between Pa10r and the other languages is the realisation of the 
central vowel as [u]. The major difference between the vowel inventories in Noon 
and Laa1a lies in the phonemic status of the [+ATR] vowels [e] and [0], which 
occur very rarely in both languages. In these rare occurrences they may be identi
fied as allophones of lEI and I'JI resulting from regressive assimilation as shown 
below. 

The reconstruction of the following proto-Cangin vowel system (9) is 
based on the comparative evidence given below and in the appendix. 

(9) Proto-Cangin Vowel System 
[-ATR] 
(*1) *11 
*E *E£ 

*a *aa 

(*u) *uu 
*'J *'J'J 

[+ATR] 
*i *ii 
*e (*ee) 

*u *uu 
*0 (*00) 

The Proto-Cangin vowel system consists of seven to nine long and short 
vowels. For the sake of presenting a balanced vowel system (cf. Crowley 1994: 
98), some proto-phonemes are in parentheses, indicating a lack of convincing 
comparative evidence. The short and long vowels [a, 'J, £, i, u] exhibit relative 
sound stability in their diachronic development. Each of these vowels occurs in at 
least four cognates (see Appendix). There are regular sound correspondences of 
[£] ~ [I] and ['J] ~ [u] which lead conclusively to the reconstruction ofa phonemic 
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[A TR] contrast between mid vowels. These reconstructed mid [+ A TR] vowels 
have no reflexes in the daughter languages, which exhibit no [A TR] contrast be
tween mid vowels. However, comparative data containing high [-A TR] vowels is 
scarce. No more than two cognate words occur in my data (10, 11). 

(1O) Short u 
Ndut 
6ux 
fu 

(11 ) Short f 

Ndut 
WIC 

J1lf 

Palor 
6ux 
fu 

Palor 
WIC 

J1lf 

Saafi 
6Ux 
ill 

Saafi 
WIC 

J1If 

Laafa 

6u? 
fu 

Laala 
WI? 

J1lf 

Noon 
baay 
fu 

Noon 
WI? 

J1lf 

'dog' 
'2sg. ' 

'hom' 
'blood' 

More common is the following pattern of sound correspondence. High [-ATR] 
vowels in Ndut and Pal or correspond to mid [-ATR] vowels in Noon and Laala. 
In six cognate words the vowel [u] in Ndut and Palor corresponds to the vowel [J] 
in Noon and Laala. Similarly, there are regular sound correspondences between 
the front vowel [I] in Ndut and Palor and the mid vowel [£] in Noon and Laala. 
Saafi is posited as genetically intermediate between these two subgroups and 
shares either the high [-ATR] vowel [I] with Ndut and Palor or the mid vowel [J] 
with Noon and Laala. 

(12) Sound correspondence u ~ ,J 

Ndut Palor Sa~fi Laala Noon 
nuf nuf nJf llJf llJf 'ear 

, 

xul xul xJr xJI xJI ' star' 
yux yux YJx YJx YJx 'bone' 
lux lux fJxJY by bXJy(by) 'short' 
nUl) nUl) nUl) llJl) nJI) 'hole' 

ut ut xUt? xJJr xJJ? 'long' 
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(13) Sound correspondence I ~ [; 
Ndut Palor Saafi Laala Noon 
(tal-)klhk tal-krhk kIdIk kc:dEk kc:dEk 'tree 

, 

diJ1 din dIIJ1 OEll OEJ1 'louse 
, 

mlslp mlslp mlsIp mESlp mESlp 'sauce 
, 

mlslk mlskat mlslk -mESlk -mEslk 'suffer 
, 

These regular sound correspondences indicate a vowel shift in the development of 
the daughter languages. The major problem is to determine the direction of the 
sound change. Theoretically, three different hypotheses are possible: 

I. The mid [-ATR] vowels of Noon and Laala are retentions of the 
proto-phonemes *[E] and *[:)]. Vowel shift occurs in Ndut and Palor: 

*E > 1 (Nd, P) *:) > u (Nd, P) 

II. The high [-ATR] vowels in Ndut and Palor are retentions of the 
proto-phonemes *[1] and *[u]. In Noon and Laala *[1] and *[u] shift 
to [E] and [:)] and merge with the already existing mid vowels: 

*1 > E (N, L) *u >:) (N, L) 

III. The proto-language contains mid [+ATR] vowels *[e] and *[0] 
that shift either to [I] and [u] in Ndut and Palor or to [E] and [:)] in 
Noon and Laala: 

*e> 1 (Nd, P) 
*0> u (Nd, P) 

*e > E (N, L) 
*0> :) (N, L) 

The major argument against the first hypothesis is the strong evidence of sound 
stability of the [-ATR] mid vowels [E, EE, :), :):)] in the diachronic development. 
The comparative wordlists (14-17) contain at least four cognate words for each 
mid [-ATR] vowel. Thus, a rule would be required to separate the shifting from 
the non-shifting mid vowels. By the standard theory of regularity of sound 
change, the reconstruction of both stable [E :)] and variable [E (I) :) (u)] as the 
same historical phoneme, without any rule conditioning, is not possible. 
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(14) Short E: 

Ndut 
6E6 

YEJ1 
yEn 
kEl 

(15) Long E: 

Ndut 
keEn 
nEE? 
6Et 
tEE6 
YEEk 

(16) Short;) 
Ndut 
bt 
bm 
tJ6 
gJI) 
tl SJX 
Jbl) 
mp 

(17) Long;) 
Ndut 
bJ? 
c[;)Jn 

nJJo 
SJS 
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Palor 
(bd) 
yEI) 
yen 
kEI 

Palor 
keen 
nE? 
(XEI)) 
tE6 
YEk 

Saaji 
(baay wf) 
yEEn 
JEn 
kErax 

Saaji 
kEen 
nEX 
WEES 
tEE6 
YEEk 

Palor Saafi 
bt bt 
bm Dm 
1;)6 tJp 
(YIInbJs) (labrif) 
SJX 
ndJrJI) 
mp 

Palor 
bJ 
oJJn 
nu(u)?tE 
SJS 

01 SJX 
mulul) 
mp 

Saaji 
Dk 
oJJn 
nJo 
SJJS 

Laala 
-6E6 
(-YIlJ1) 
-yen 
-kalax 

Laala 
keEn 
nEEX 
WEES 
tEW(JX) 
YEEk 

Laala 
bt 
bm 
fEt?Jf
gJI) 
pESJX 
mJbl) 
(bJS) 

Laala 
bJk 
oJn 
XJt 
SJJSJS 

Noon 
-6E6 
-YE? 
-yen 
-kEbx 

Noon 
keEn 
nEEX 
WEES 
teE 6 
YEEk 

Noon 
bt 

tJW 
gJl)g 
pESJX 
mJbl) 
nJp 

Noon 
bJk 
oJJn 
XJJt 
SJJS 

'take' 
'push' 
'laugh' 
'understand' 

'fall' 
'sleep' 
'throw' 
'show' 
,. , 
smg 

'foot, leg' 
'buy' 
, . , 
ram 

'snake' 
'seed' 
'round' 
'rot' 

'stomach' 
'calf 
'deep' 
'cold' 

F or the same reason, the second hypothesis that presumes the proto
phonemes *[1] and *[u] is also not very plausible. However, high [-ATR] vowels 
in cognate words of Noon and Laala occur very rarely. These rare occurrences 
could be retentions but they could also be due to internal borrowings. The area 
where the Cangin languages are spoken is relatively small in size. As the greatest 
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distance does not exceed 100 miles, contact between speakers of different Cangin 
languages is likely to occur. 

The following arguments support the third hypothesis. First, no rule would 
be required to explain apparent exceptions of sound change, such as the assumed 
borrowing of words containing II ul in Noon and Laala. Second, the principle of 
'sound naturalness' indicates that the mid [+ATR] vowels Ie 01 are phonetically 
closer to either of the vowel pairs IE 'JI and II ul than these two [-A TR] vowel 
pairs are to each other. Third, the reconstruction of [ -A TR] II ul in N dut and Palor 
as [+ A TR] Ie 01 in the proto-language could provide an explanation why these 
vowels are not affected by regressive harmony. However, this hypothesis would 
violate the principle of simplicity in historical reconstructions by reconstructing 
two proto-phonemes * [ e] and * [ 0] that do not exist in most of the phonological 
systems of the daughter languages. The [+ A TR] vowel [e] has phonemic status 
only in Ndut. Still, it remains a marginal sound that only occurs in very few 
words. Phonetically, the [+ATR] vowels may occur as allovariants of the mid 
vowels [E] and ['J] in N dut, Laala and Noon. 

Interestingly, the comparative lists give evidence for sound stability of the 
long high [-ATR] vowels. Only one cognate word exhibits the same sound corre
spondence of long vowels. Phonetically, the [-ATR] long vowels III uul can 
barely be distinguished from the [+ATR] long vowels lee 001. Phonologically, the 
vowels in the words of Ndut and Palor given below can clearly be identified as 
[-ATR] vowels by the progressive harmony of the definite article. 

(18) Long J 

Ndut Palor Saaji Laala Noon 
til til 11k tcEk tcEk 'name 

, 

mils mils mIls mils mils 'milk' 
Silk Silk sIlk Silk 'cock, buck,3 

ym YI]1 yll]1 ylln 
, 
guinea fowl' 

YIII YIII yIll (kujabE?) 'chick' 

3 The term means 'male animal' but its use is restricted to 'buck' and 'cock'. 
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(19) Long vowel u 
Ndut Palor Saafi Laala Noon 4 

suul suul sUUr suul 'vulture 
, 

luuf luuf ndUUf luuf luuf 'bush' 
luun luun rUUn luun 'witch' 
(ndut) tUUy tuy tuuy 'hut' 
J1UUS J1uus J1UUs J1uus 'darkness 

, 

No comparative data evidences stable sound development of Proto-Cangin 
*[e] to Ndut [e], but regressive harmony may account for the emergence of the 
[+ATR] mid vowel [e] in Ndut. If there is a second syllable in cognate words, it 
often contains a high vowel. In the word 'bug' there is sound correspondence of 
[e] with [J] in Laala and [ a] in Saafi. Interestingly, the same pattern of sound cor
respondence is exhibited in the Wolofloanword areen [areen] 'peanut' which ap
pears to be a phonologically perfectly adapted loanword. 

(20) Sound correspondences of e 
Ndut Palor Saafi Laala 
teJ1i 1£EJ1 taaJ1in tJJJ1iin 'bug 

, 

ereJ1 ErEEn amEn JrIJ1 'peanut' 

Similarly, regressive harmony accounts for the emergence of the central vowel. In 
the comparative wordlist (21) the central vowel may correspond to any non-high 
vowel in cognates of other Cangin languages. The occurrence of a high vowel in 
the second syllable in at least one of the cognate words suggests that the central 
vowel is the result of regressive harmony. Consequently, the central vowel was 
not included in the reconstruction. 

(21 ) Sound correspondences of a / 1] 

Ndut Palor Saafi Laala Noon 
pJlllS PUlllS panIs pJlllS 'horse' 
CJJf c;);)fu caatU CJfu CJWUU 'fly' 

SJJgu saalJgU SJggu 'shade' 

f~muf fun fln fEn fEn 'hair' 

4 From Soukka (2000: 102). 
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5. Regressive Harmony 

Regressive vowel hannony is a common phenomenon in the Cangin languages. 
The following table gives an overview of suffixes triggering regressive hannony. 
Two of these suffixes occur in all Cangin languages. They are safe candidates for 
reconstruction: reversive *-is and causative *-id: However, there is variation in 
the realisation of the adjectiviser and the experiential suffix even in the closely 
related language pairs Ndut/Palor and Noon/Laala. Note that in Noon and Laala 
there are also suffixes with the high vowel u triggering regressive assimilation. 

(22) Suffixes triggering regressive assimilationS 
Suffix Function Language 
-IS reverslve N, L, Nd, P, S 
-icf causative N, L, Nd, P, S 
-icfl? adjectiviser N, Nd (= P lcf; Lit!?) 
-icf experiential Nd (=P lei) 
-I imperative pI. Nd, P 

-Ci: 1. pI. excl. N 
-Cu: 2. pI. N 
-Cu 2. pI. L 

In Saafi, high [+ A TR] and [-A TR] vowels merged. The missing contrast pro
duced homophonous suffixes for the reversive *-is and the repetitive *-IS. Nev
ertheless, when affixing the reversive suffix -is there is regressive hannony ap
plying only to mid vowels. The other vowels are not affected by regressive har
mony: 

(23) Homophonous Suffixes in Saafi 
Verb stem Derivedform 
tJk 'attacher' tok-Is 
IEm 'plier' 

ralJ 'fenner' 
kUn 'fenner' 

lem-Is 

ralJ-Is 
kUn-Is 

Reversive 
'detacher' 
'deplier' 
'ouvrir' (porte) 
'ouvrir' (couvercle) 

To avoid the emergence of homophonous verb fonns of the reversive and the re
petetive, the Saafi dialect of Kirene developed the suffix sit.) for the repetetive. 

5 C = homorganic consonant. 
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The following tables provide comparative evidence of the vowel behaviour 
after the affixation of a high [+ A TR] vowel. They contain examples for each 
vowel separately. As the causative and reversive derivation are not fully produc
tive, the data is scarce. When undergoing regressive vowel assimilation the vowel 
/a/ is realised as a central vowel, [~] or [u], in Palor: 

(24) Regressive assimilation [a] --+ [~], [u] / -i 
Basic form Derived form Function Language 
6ap'suck' 6~p-icf 'breastfeed' CS Nd. 
6ap'suck' 6up-icf 'breastfeed' CS P 
bap'suck' b~p-icf 'breastfeed' CS L 
bap'suck' bap-Icf 'breastfeed' CS S 
]lam 'eat' ]l~m-icf 'feed' CS Nd 
]lam 'eat' ]lum-icf 'feed' CS L 
]lam 'eat' ]l~m-i? 'feed' CS N 
jal] 'learn' j~g-i? 'teach' CS N 
jal] 'learn' jal]-Icf'teach' CS S 
jakat 'run' juht-icf 6 'cause to run, drive' CS P 
dap 'plug' d~p-is 'unplug 

, 
RV Nd 

lal] 'close' l~g-is 'open 
, 

RV N,L 
ral] 'close' 

. , 
ral]-lS open 

, 
RV S 

laal] 'put on the fire' b~g-is 'remove from the fire' RV N 
kal 'take' hi-is 'throwaway 

, RV P 

There is variation in the output of the mid vowel [;)] undergoing this proc
ess. In Noon and Laala the surface vowel [0] appears. In Ndut and Pal or the 
counterpart is the central vowel [~, u], although in the Ndut imperative paradigm 
the outcome of regressive harmony would be [0]. This variation could be ex
plained as historical restructuring of regressive harmony. The causative and the 
reversive would represent an earlier stage of the language when the harmonic re
lations were lexically frozen. 7 In contrast, the fully productive imperative suffixes 
appear to be an innovation that can only be found in Ndut and Palor. 

6 In this example from D'Alton (1987: 142) both preceding syllables are involved in the as
similation process. Probably, in P the domain of the assimilation is not restricted to the pre
ceding syllable. Another possible interpretation of this phenomenon could be that rapid 
speech caused the progression of the assimilation. 

7 For this comment I have to thank once again David Odden. 
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(25) Regressive assimilation [J] ~ [g,B], [0] /_-i 
Basic form Derived form Function Language 
SJS 'be/become cold' sgsicf 'chill, cool' CS Nd 
SJJS 'be/become cold' soos-icf 'chill, cool' CS L,N,S 
YJJn'learn 

, 
yggd-icf 'teach' CS Nd 

YJ;::m'learn 
, 

YBBd-icf'teach' CS P 
bm 'buy' lom-icf 'buy for s.o.' CS N 
pJn 'fold' pon-is 'unfold' RV Nd 
pJn 'fold' pon-is 'unfold' RV L 
pJk'tie' pBk-is 'untie' RV P 
pJk'tie' pok-is 'untie' RV L 
pJk'tie' pgk-is 'untie' RV N 

The following table contains data for regressive harmony applying to the stem 
vowel [e] in Noon, Laala and Ndut. There is variation in the assimilation of the 
stem vowel [e] that may either result in [g] or [e] in Noon (cf. Soukka 2000: 
162f.). This variation could plausibly be explained by attributing these vowels to 
different proto-phonemes *[e] and *[e]. Rule (26) applies in the derived forms of 
(27). 

(26) e ~ e / -1 

e ~ g / -1 

(27) Regressive assimilation [e] ~ [g], [e] 
Basic form Derived form Function Language 
hej 'fight' hgj-is 'separate fighters' RV N [: 163] 
leex 'finish' leex-icf 'finish something 

, 
CS N [: 162] 

lem 
, 
ranger lem-is 'deranger' RV L 
a longueur' 

Seeb 'pecher' seeb-icf 'avoir peche une fois' EXP Nd 
'causer' peen-icf 

, 
avoir cause une fois' EXP Nd peen 

According to D'Alton (1987) the [-ATR] vowels [e] and [J] have no [+ATR] 
counterpart in Palor. They behave neutrally if they follow a [+ A TR] vowel. Pre
ceding a high [+ A TR] vowel, however, they evidence harmony and are altered to 
[i] and [g] as a result of leftward vowel harmony. The unusual alternation of the 
mid vowel [e] with the high vowel [i] suggests that she has probably mistaken [i] 
for [e] which does not occur in her Palor vowel system: 
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Les tendues peuvent etre suivies, au sein du mot, par les voyelles lei [£] et 101 [J]. 
Toutefois, lorsque lei [£] et 101 [J] sont suivies d'une voyelle tendue ([+ATR]), 
elles se realisent respectivement Iii et /"6/. [po 93] 

In (28), high [-ATR] vowels in Noon and Laala do not undergo regressive 
assimilation. This exclusion of high [-ATR] vowels from the assimilatory process 
might be an ancient phenomenon. As Noon and Laala are not closely related to 
Ndut the restriction of this phonological process to non-high vowels could even 
be reconstructed in the proto-language. 

(28) No regressive assimilation of the [-ATR] vowels !II [I] and lui [u] 
Basic Derived Function Language 
form form 
nIIk 'be afraid' nIIk-i? 'frighten' CS N 

YUlJ 'sit' yug-i? 'make sit' CS N 
yun 'learn 

, 
yud-i? 'teach' CS L 

tum 'do' tum-i? 
, 
make do' CS L 

fIJ1 'discard' fly-i? 'make discard' CS L 

YIIlJ 'smell, feel' YIIg-i? 'make smell, feel' CS L 

Similar cases of regressive vowel harmony can also be found in two neigh
bouring contact languages, Pulaar and Wolof. Both languages belong to the Se
negambian subgroup of Atlantic languages. In Pulaar, regressive vowel assimila
tion leads to the emergence of [+ A TR] mid vowels on the surface (Archangeli & 
Pulleyblank 1994: 134). The Pulaar vowel system consists of five vowels [u, i, e, 
0, a], so [ATR] is not a contrastive feature in this system. Its values are com
pletely predictible: a [+high] vowel is advanced and a [+low] vowel retracted. 
The tongue root values of the mid vowels are determined by the [A TR] property 
of the following vowel. High vowels imply [+ A TR] on the preceding syllable. All 
non-high vowels imply [-ATR]. Thus, mid vowels exhibit an [ATR] contrast at 
the surface that "is entirely derivative and need not be reflected in underlying rep
resentations" (Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994: 137). Many verb derivation suf
fixes contain high vowels: among others, the reversive -it/-ut and the causative -in 
(cf. Amott 1970: 334). 
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An obviously cognate reversive suffix -i triggering leftward vowel raising8 

can also be found in Wolof (Ka 1994: 112). In the examples below either [-A TR] 
vowels become fronted without an alternation in their [A TR] value (a ---+ &j, or 
they become raised and fronted (d ~ i). 

(29) samp 'to plant' 
takk 'to tie' 
g;)mm 'to close eyes' 

s£mp-I 
ffikk-i 
glmm-l 

'to take out' 
'to untie' 
'to open eyes' 

The common occurrence of the triggering reversive suffix in Fula. Wolof and 
Ndut could either be interpreted as an incidence of areal convergence or as com
mon Atlantic inheritance. As the reversive derivation is lexically restricted to a 
few verbs it is unlikely to be borrowed. Thus, the reversive suffix containing the 
high vowel [i] appears to be a cognate suffix that might be reconstructed for 
Proto-Atlantic, if such a genetic unit existed. 

6. Progressive Vowel Harmony 

Progressive harmony9 occurs only in Ndut and Palor. The [ATR] property of the 
affix depends on the [ATR] property of the verb stem. A [+ATR] verb stem in
duces [+ATR] in the suffix vowel; a [-ATR] verb stem induces a [-ATR] vowel. 
Consequently, alternating suffixes appear. The following table (30) gives an 
overview of alternating suffixes in both languages without claiming to be exhaus
tive. The Palor data come from D' Alton (1987: 144). 

S This process can be accompanied by the lengthening of the stem vowel and the gemination of 
the stem final consonants Ka (1994: 112). 

y Hyman (2002: 10) claims that directionality of vowel harmony "is fully (or mostly) predict
able based on one or more factors concerning the potential triggers and/or targets". In stem
or root-controlled systems the root is the trigger and the affixes represent the target. Conse
quently, languages with suffixes exhibit rightward harmony whereas languages with prefixes 
have leftward harmony. As suffixation is more common than prefixation in languages it is 
supposed that there is a left-to-right bias in vowel harmony. 
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(30) Alternating Suffixes in Ndut 'O and Palor 
Ndut Function 
-id, -Id 
-id 
-il,-Il 
-u, -u 

'benefactive' 
'experiential' 
'repetitive' 
, ., 
paSSIve 

Palor 
-id, -Id 
-id, -Id 
-il,-il 
-u, -u 

-c;, -e 

-JX, -gX 

'imperative singular' 
'achevement de I' action' 
'reciprocal' 

-c; 

-kill, -kin 
-JX, -ux 

-JX, -gX 
-at, -;;}t 

-at,-;;}t 
-ant-, -gnt-

'agentive' 
'transitive' 
'transitive' 
'habitual' 
'reciprocal' 
'faire legerement' 
'iterative' 

-at, -Ut 
-aI, -ul 
-an, un 
-ante, -unte 
-as, -us 

The suffixes -AAt 'iterative', -AI and -Ant 'reciprocal' appear to be bor
rowed from Wolof. Other suffixes share cognates with Noon and Laala. These 
cognate suffixes contain [-A TR] vowels such as -u 'passive', -;)x 'pluractional' 
and the repetitive -/ s that corresponds to the alternating suffix -/l in Ndut. II When 
affixed to [+ A TR] verb stems, no alternation occurs. Compare the following 
Laala and Noon verb stems containing high [+ATR] vowels. The Noon examples 
come from Soukka (2000): 

(31) Repetitive -I s: 

Reciprocal -JX: 

gur-IS 
lin-l s 
tiid-I s 
lin-Jx 
gur-JX 

'cut again' 
'cultivate again' 
'walk again' [S:220] 
'cultivate' [S:239] 
'cut into two pieces' 

IOMorgan (1996: 105) mentions additionally the following alternating suffixes: -fa 'personal', 
-Is 'intensive', -Aa'manner'. 

II There are more examples to justify the regular sound correspondence s~l: waas (S, N, L) ~ 
waal (Nd, P) 'chemin'; W.JS (N, L) ~ w.Jl (Nd, P) 'envoyer'; suusuus (S, N, L) ~ suul (Nd, P) 
, ., 
nOir. 
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Perfect -m: yud-m 
, 
woken up' 

muy-m 'got-lost' 
liif-m 'got-full' 
pud-m 'flown' 
dul-m 'hit' 
kug-m 'bent' [S:230] 
Jg-m 'reddened' 
og-lr-Ill 'made red' 

The alternating suffixes correspond to non-alternating suffixes with [-A TR] 
vowels in Noon and Laala. They contrast to non-alternating suffixes containing 
the triggering high [+ A TR] vowels such as the reconstructed reversive * -is and 
the causative *-id: These correspondences lead to the conclusion that suffixes 
with alternating vowels can be derived from underlying [-ATR] vowels. Alter
nating affixes in Nilotic languages exhibit a similar phonological development. 
Following the well-established principle of archaic heterogenity in morphological 
reconstruction, Dimmendaal (2002: 167) claims that these alternating affixes 
should be traced back into the proto-language as non-alternating suffixes with ei
ther inherently [+ATR] or [-ATR] vowels. 

In Ndut and Palor, the definite article also follows the harmonic principles 
of the root. Nouns with [+ATR] vowels take the definite article -a/-fJ; nouns with 
[-ATR] vowels, the definite article -a. The definite article is preceded by one of 
the concord prefixes 0-,!-, k-, m- or y-. 

(32) Alternating definite article -a/-a in Ndut 
[-ATR] [+ATR] 
af-a 'the head' kggm-g 'the public place 

, 

bJ?-a 'the stomach' 
h£J1-a 'the liver' ner-g 'the cloud' 
gIll-a 'the village' il-g 'the eye' 
kun-a 'the finger' pug-g 'the front' 
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(33) Alternating definite article in Palor (0' Alton 1987: 104) 
[-AT~ ~AT~ 
taan-a 
bj-a 
y££g-a 
gIll-a 
xul-ya 

'1' oncle maternel' 
'I' ami' 
'Ie chant' 
'Ie village' 
'les etoiles' 

punis-fu 

ylln-u 
6ug-u 

'Ie cheval' 

'la hache' 
'la bouche' 

As the same alternation of the definite article can be found in the major 
contact language Wolof, the next claim will be that progressive harmony is a 
contact-induced innovation. To illustrate Wolof harmony, (34) presents alternat
ing definite and demonstrative markers in Wolof (Ka 1994: 50). The direction of 
the spreading process is from left to right. Indefinite articles precede the noun and 
do not alternate. Definite articles and demonstratives occur after the noun. They 
alternate if they do not contain high vowels or the long low vowel: 

(34) Alternating definite and demonstrative markers in Wolof(Ka 1994: 50) 
[+ATR] glossl2 [-ATR] gloss 
ab jigeen a woman ab xal£ a child 
j igeen j i the woman (close) xal£ bi the child (close) 
jigeenja the woman (away) xal£ ba the child (away) 
jigeen jale that woman xal£ bale that child 
jigeen jee that woman xalc: bEe that child 

The correspondence of the alternating definite articles -a/-a in both languages is 
evident. The other Cangin languages Noon and Laala exhibit alternation of either 
of the definite articles -/I (proximal) or -aa (distal). Compare the following 
[+ATR] noun stems of Laala: xuul-aa 'the Palmyra palm', J1iij1-aa 'the ant', lup
aa 'the sting', tij1-aa 'the headpad'. The sound correspondence of the distal defi
nite article -aa in Noon and Laala with the alternating definite article -a/-a in 
Ndut could imply the common origin of both markers. But even in that case, the 
possiblity of contact-induced emergence of progressive harmony in Ndut and 
Palor can not entirely be excluded. 

The intense language contact with Wolof is further indicated by other 
structural borrowings such as the plural class marker and the demonstrative. In 

l1For many demonstratives in Wolof it is impossible to find an appropriate translation into 
English. 
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Ndut and Palor there is only one plural class marker y- that corresponds formally 
and functionally to the overall plural class marker y- in Wolof. The overall plural 
class markers for the majority of nouns in the other Cangin languages is C-. In 
Saafi, this is the only class marker for plural nouns. Only Noon and Laala exhibit 
another remnant plural class t- which contains just a few nouns. 

Whereas the definite article in Ndut obligatorily takes a class concord pre
fix, demonstratives exhibit only a number distinction. All singular nouns invaria
bly take the demonstrative concord b-. For plural nouns the demonstrative con
cord is y:. Comparison with demonstratives of the other Cangin languages dem
onstrates that the borrowing of these prefixes from Wolof is the most plausible 
explanation for their occurrence in Ndut and Palor. The following table represents 
the different demonstratives and their concord prefixes. 

(35) Comparison of demonstratives 
Demonstrative Ndut Palor SaCl:fi Laala Noon Wolof 
proximal -E(X) -EE -11 -11 -11 -iii -ilE 
medial -a -Ill -urn -aa -aa -eel-alE 
distal -In -Ill-Ill -En -uum -uu-nEE 
concord b- (sg) b- (sg) 0- (sg) 0-,f- 0-, f- b-, k- (sg) 

y- (pI) j- (pi) c- (pI) c-, t- C-, t- y-, n- (pi) 

In Wolof, the class concord system consists of two major concord classes, with 
the prefixes b- for singular and y- for plural and a few remnant concord classes. 
Thus, most demonstratives in Wolof take either the concord prefix b- for singular 
nouns or y- for plural nouns. In Saafi, demonstratives exhibit only a number dis
tinction, but the prefixes can be deduced from the concord prefixes 0- for the sin
gular and c- for the plural. In Noon and Laala, languages with more elaborate 
concord systems, there is a greater variety of concord markers for the demonstra
tives: six singular concord prefixes 0-,!-, m-, k-, p-, j- and two plural concord 
prefixes c- and t-. But even in these languages, the majority of nouns are assigned 
either to class 0- in the singular or to class c- in the plural. 

A phonological comparison of Wolof and Ndut reveals major differences in 
the vowel inventory and the mechanisms of the harmony systems. According to 
Ka (1994: 11), Wolof distinguishes eight vowels that can be either long or short, 
except for the central vowel [~] which can only be a short vowel. The [+ A TR] 
vowels outnumber the [-A TR] vowels and there is no contrast between high 
[+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels. 
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(36) Wolo! vowels Ndut vowels 
[+ATR] [-ATR] [+ATR] [-ATR] 
1, 11 1, 11 [, II 

U,UU U,uu u,uu 
e,ee E,EE e,ee E,EE 
0,00 J,JJ J, JJ 
g a, aa g,gg a,aa 

The Ndut vowel system appears to be more symmetrical than the Wolof 
system. Almost every [+ A TR] vowel has a [-A TR] vowel as a counterpart, except 
for the mid vowel J which shares the central vowel as [+ A TR] counterpart with 
the low vowel a as shown above. In Wolof, the high vowels are always [+ATR] 
and the long low vowel aa has no long [+ A TR] counterpart. 

Wolof vowel harmony can briefly be described as follows: within a word, 
vowels usually agree for [ATR] except for the two high vowels and the long low 
vowel which are the vowels missing a [-ATR] or [+ATR] counterpart. The direc
tion of the spreading process is from right to left or from the root to the suffix, as 
the functional load of Wolof is primarily expressed by suffixes or postpositional 
elements such as the definite markers shown above. 

Rightward harmony is also attested within verb derivation. Suffixes con
taining mid or short low vowels do alternate. Non-alternating suffixes contain ei
ther high vowels or the long low vowel. The agentive suffix -kat does not alter
nate either. 

(37) Alternating and Non-alternating Suffixes in Wolo! (Ka 1994: 13) 
Alternating Meaning Non-alternating Meaning 
suffixes suffixes 
-e/-E 'instrumental-1 

, ., 
reverS1ve 

locative 
, 

-Ie/-IE 'participant' 'motion away 
, 

-1 
-te/-tE 'physical or 

, 
manner 

, 
-ill 

moral state' 
-ee/-EE 'temporal -it 'residual' 

conditional' 
-eel/-EEl 'conceptual' -S1 'motion towards' 

-leen/ -lEW '2 pI. -u 'reflexive-
imperative 

, 
neutropassive 

-o/-J ' nominalizing 
, 

-ukaay 'instrumental' 
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-001-;);) 

-oonl -;);)n 

-~m/-am 

-~l/-al 

-~t1-at 

-~ndoo 1 -and;);) 
-~nte 1 antE 
-~nde 1 -andc: 
-~nti 1 -anti 
-~li/ -ali 
-~ndi 1 -andi 
-~di 1 -adi 
-~ntu 1 antu 

'reciprocal' 
'past tense' 
'3 sg. possessive' 
'benefactive' 
'intensive' 
'comitative' 
'mutual' 
'moral quality' 
'correcti ve ' 
'completion' 
'partial' 
'depri ving' 
'depreciative' 

-lu 
-aan 
-aat 
-aay 
-aalc: 
-aangc: 
-kat 

'benefactive' 
'transitional' 
'iterative' 
'quality' 
'associative' 
'result' 
'agentive' 

57 

When comparing Wolof and Ndut vowel harmony, three major differences can be 
found. First, in Ndut there are suffixes with alternating high vowels shown in 
(30). Second, the [-A TR] back mid vowel [J] may have the central vowel [~] as 
[+ATR] counterpart, which it shares with the low vowel [a]. Third, there are al
ternating suffixes with the long low vowel such as the iterative suffix -aat. Inter
estingly, this suffix is borrowed from Wolof and has developed a long [+ATR] 
counterpart -oot in Ndut. In Wolof, the same suffix does not alternate because it 
contains a long low vowel that lacks a [+ A TR] counterpart in the vowel system. 

(38) Alternating iterative suffix -aat/-oot in Ndut: 
[ + A TR]: kun 'close' kun~~t 

[-ATR]: pJn 'fold' pJnaat 
'close again' 
'fold again' 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994: 225) claim that in Wolof vowel harmony 
[-ATR] or [RTR], retracted tongue root, is the active feature element that triggers 
harmony and not the advanced tongue root [+ A TR]. In N dut vowel harmony, 
however, the active feature element appears to be [+ATR]. Diachronically, all the 
alternating suffixes can be derived from non-alternating suffixes with [-ATR] 
vowels. Thus, [+ A TR] stem vowels trigger the vowel alternation in suffixes. In 
his comparative study of vowel harmony systems Casali (2003) claims that 
[ATR] dominance depends on the structure of the vowel inventory. Two under
lying vowel inventory types with contrastive [A TR] dominance can be distin
guished: 
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[+ A TR] is dominant in languages with an [A TR] contrast among 
high vowels. 

[-ATR] is dominant in languages with an [ATR] contrast among non
high vowels. 

The Ndut vowel system corresponds exactly to the first type vowel inventory. 
[A TR] is contrastive for high vowels and [+ A TR] is the dominant harmonic fea
ture. The second type inventory is represented by the Wolof vowel system. Only 
non-high vowels exhibit an [A TR] contrast and the dominant feature of the har
mony is claimed to be [-ATR]. According to this analysis the harmonies of both 
languages share only the spreading direction from left to right but involve differ
ent vowels. The borrowing process would thus have included the adaptation of 
the harmonic features to the vowel system of the borrowing language. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper attempts a diachronic analysis of two different phonological processes 
in Ndut: regressive and progressive harmony. Comparative evidence suggests that 
regressive harmony is an ancient phenomenon that can be traced back to the 
proto-language and probably even beyond. The occurrence of progressive har
mony is restricted to Ndut and Palor and to the major contact language Wolof. 
The other Cangin languages as well as the other Senegambian languages Fula and 
Seereer that are spoken in the neighbourhood do not exhibit progressive harmony. 
The occurrence of other structural borrowings from Wolof support the claim that 
progressive harmony is a contact-induced innovation in Ndut. However, historical 
sources to document the intense language contact between Ndut/Palor and Wolof 
are lacking. Only a look at the geographical location of the Cangin speakers may 
give an idea of the sociolinguistic setting at the moment of borrowing. The set
tlemcnts of both Ndut and Palor speakers are scattered along two main roads, 
where different ethnic groups are settling, many of whom are traders. In contrast, 
Noon and Laala villages are situated in more remote locations. These ethnic 
populations are almost homogeneous, and they subsist primarily on agriculture. 

Vowel harmony as a contact-induced phenomenon is still not very well in
vestigated, but probably is not as uncommon as assumed. A similar case of bor
rowing is attested in the Western Chadic language Tangale, which has apparently 
borrowed its vowel harmony from the Adamawa language Waja (Kleinewill
inghofer 1990). Dimmendaal (2001: 370) discusses the possibility of vowel har
mony being an ancient convergence phenomenon in Niger-Congo and clearly 
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demonstrates that the occurrence of vowel harmony is restricted to several geo
graphic areas that do not correspond to the genetic boundaries of the languages. 

Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 53) discuss the borrowing of vowel har
mony as a case of heavy structural borrowing that may result in a complete lan
guage shift or even language death. In Asia Minor Greek, strong Turkish influ
ence resulted in the borrowing of Turkish vowel harmony and other linguistic 
features. This leads us to wonder whether contact-induced language shift is likely 
to occur in Ndut. Ndut is spoken in the villages around Mont Rolland. The local 
population still uses Ndut for their everyday conversations, and children are still 
learning the language. These facts imply that the language is far from dying in the 
countryside. In bigger towns, Ndut does not play any important role. The domi
nant language of urban society is Wolof since it is Senegal's most important 
means of interethnic communication. However, today many varieties of urban 
Wolof, widely spoken as a second language by speakers with different linguistic 
backgrounds, have lost their vowel harmony; the alternating definite article 
changes to non-alternating a. This is the only form of the distant definite article 
present in the Wolof-French dictionnary of Fal, Santos and Doneux (1990). Thus, 
the harmonic concept must have been borrowed at an earlier time, when vowel 
harmony in Wolof was still active. This fact points to a period of stable bilin
gualism of Ndut and Wolof, since the moment of the heavy structural borrowing 
of vowel harmony persisting until today. 

APPENDIX 
The following comparative wordlists contain the vowels la, aa, u, uu, i, iii in cog
nates of the Cangin languages. The high vowels of Saafi are marked with majus
cule letters I and U because of the lack of [A TR] contrast between high vowels. 

Set 1: Short vowel la/ 

Ndut Palor Saafi Laala Noon 
xas xas as as as 

, , 
new 

xalJ xalJ alJ alJ alJ 'large 
, 

ana kanak ka-nak -anak 'two 
, 

ana 
J1am J1am J1am -J1am -J1am 'eat' 
xan xan an -an -an 'drink' 

xap xap ap -ap -ap 'kill' 
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Set 2: Long vowel la:1 
Ndut Palor Saaft Laala Noon 
naa? na? yanaw yaanaw yaanaaw 'white' 
waal waal waas waas waas 

, 
way' 

6aa6 6aa6 6aa6 -baaw 'travel' 
faal faa I faar faa I faal 

, 
man, 
husband' 

Set 3: Short vowel lui 
Ndut Palor Saaji Laala Noon 
pun pun pUn -pun -pun 'fly' 
6uk 6uk nkUp kuu kuu6 'mouth' 
gumu gumu? ngUmU gumu 'hyena' 
luk luk (bs£) (bs£?) luk 'tail' 
sux su? sU/sUdl SUW-lll su6 'dry 

, 

fulil fulil fUdls -funs -furis 'blow 
, 

mun mun mUn mun muun 'flour, 
powder 

, 

Set 4: Long vowel lu:1 
Ndut Palor Saaji Laala Noon 
suul suul sUUsUUs suusuus suusuus 'black' 
kuum kuum kUUm kuum kuum 'honey 

, 

muume muma? mUUm£ (gaynde) (gaynde)13 'lion' 
(tal-)?uul (tal-)?uul xuul xuul 'Palmyra 

palm' 

Set 5: Short vowel Iii 
Ndut Palor Saaft Laala Noon 
(pal]) tik tIk -tik -tik 'prepare food' 
lin (gUr) -lin -lin 'cultivate' 
lim lim rIm -lim -lim 'give birth' 
kin kin kIn -kin -kin 

, 
count' 

SIS SIS sIs SIS SIS 'tooth' 

1] This is a loanword from Wolof. 
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Set 6: Long vowel li:1 
Ndut Palor Saafi Laala Noon 
niil niil nlIr niil 'root' 
til tiil tIln -tiin -tiin 

, 
walk' 

6ii6 6iip 6IIp 6iiw 6ii6 'breast' 
J1un J111ll klJ1In (kumun) (kumun) 'nose' 
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